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Natural-born hustler Porsche Santiaga refuses to accept her new life in juvenile detention after her family is torn apart and fights to
regain what she has lost.
Formerly rooted firmly in the domain of anthropology, the topic of culture has shifted over the last thirty-five years to become an
important component of business and management as organisations have become global. As companies outsource some of their
work to other countries, or as employees migrate to new locations, culture can impact upon things such as attitudes to authority,
differences in communication styles and ethics, which will affect working relationships. Cross-Cultural Management in Work
Organisations explores the models and meanings of culture and how these play out in the work environment. The essential
introduction to cross-cultural social relations in the workplace, Cross-Cultural Management in Work Organisations provides an
evaluation of existing frameworks for understanding cross-cultural differences, examines the inter-cultural competencies such as
cultural awareness needed by managers and evaluates how both cultural and non-cultural factors influence social processes at
work. This fully updated 3rd edition includes new examples to provide topical and engaging insight into the subject. It is suitable for
all postgraduate students studying cross-cultural management or cross-cultural awareness. Online supporting resources include
an instructor's manual, lecture slides and seminar activities for tutors and web links and self-assessment exercises for students.
A brave mouse, a covetous rat, a wishful serving girl, and a princess named Pea come together in Kate DiCamillo's Newbery
Medal–winning tale. Welcome to the story of Despereaux Tilling, a mouse who is in love with music, stories, and a princess named
Pea. It is also the story of a rat called Roscuro, who lives in the darkness and covets a world filled with light. And it is the story of
Miggery Sow, a slow-witted serving girl who harbors a simple, impossible wish. These three characters are about to embark on a
journey that will lead them down into a horrible dungeon, up into a glittering castle, and, ultimately, into each other's lives. What
happens then? As Kate DiCamillo would say: Reader, it is your destiny to find out. With black-and-white illustrations and a
refreshed cover by Timothy Basil Ering.
Corporate Governance and Accountability presents students with a complete and current survey of the latest developments
involving how a company is directed and controlled. Providing a broad research-based perspective, this comprehensive textbook
examines global corporate governance systems, the role and responsibilities of the directorate, and the frameworks designed to
ensure effective corporate accountability for stakeholders. A holistic approach to the subject enables students to develop a wellrounded knowledge of corporate governance theory and practice, policy documents, academic research, and current debates,
issues, and trends. Now in its fifth edition, this comprehensive view of the corporate governance agenda features fully revised
content that reflects new research and global developments in codes of practice and governance and accountability mechanisms.
In-depth chapters contain numerous real-world case studies and compelling debate and discussion topics, exploring corporate
transparency, social responsibility, boardroom diversity, shareholder activism, and many other timely issues.
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Elsevier/Butterworth-Heinemann's 2006-2007 Official CIM Coursebook series offers you the complete package for exam success.
Comprising fully updated Coursebook texts that are revised annually and independently reviewed. The only coursebooks
recomended by CIM include free online access to the MarketingOnline learning interface offering everything you need to study for
your CIM qualification. Carefully structured to link directly to the CIM syllabus, this Coursebook is user-friendly, interactive and
relevant. Each Coursebook is accompanied by access to MARKETINGONLINE (www.marketingonline.co.uk), a unique online
learning resource designed specifically for CIM students, where you can: *Annotate, customise and create personally tailored
notes using the electronic version of the Coursebook *Search the Coursebook online for easy access to definitions and key
concepts *Access the glossary for a comprehensive list of marketing terms and their meanings * Written by the CIM Senior
Examiner for the Marketing Environment module and fully endorsed by CIM * Each text is crammed with a range of learning
objectives, cases, questions, activities, definitions, study tips and summaries to support and test your understanding of the theory *
Contains past examination papers and examiners' reports to enable you to practise what has been learned and help prepare for
the exam
Business in ContextAn Introduction to Business and Its Environment
A project comprises a series of activities (investments) that aim to solve problems within a given time frame with a clear set of
objectives for man’s benefits. It is an undertaking that involves the commitment of scarce resources in the expectation of future
benefits. Before achieving the objectives, a project goes through several stages of a project cycle. In this study, the author
discusses and analyses concepts of project planning and management. On the one hand, he refers to the project in general, and
on the other hand, he represents the different stages of project planning and project management.
'This is an immensely useful and important book. By applying sustainability theory and practice to all areas of business
management for firms of all sizes it has the potential to make a significant difference to the long term viability of businesses and
the societies in which they operate.' – Juliet Roper, The University of Waikato, New Zealand Recent surveys of international CEOs
confirm that companies increasingly see sustainability as critical to their business strategy. The rigorous academic framework for
the field of sustainable business required to respond to this need is now emerging. This book presents important new work in the
theory of the sustainable firm, in the application of sustainability principles to key management disciplines, in sustainable business
in practice, and in the international challenges that are critical to sustainability demands. Sustainable Business will prove
invigorating for both undergraduate and graduate students on business, society and sustainability themed courses. Policymakers
and practitioners will find the urgent global sustainability issues and sub-disciplines essential.
The fiber artist and author of Crazy Quilting Odyssey shares her secrets for creating embroidered landscapes and seascapes in
this illustrated guide. Beloved fiber artist and teacher Judith Baker Montano demonstrates how to beyond traditional embroidery in
this new and comprehensive to free-form embroidery. In this book full of stunningly photographed examples and watercolor
illustrations, she shows you how to apply the principles of fine art to various projects using fabrics, threads, and fibers. Judith
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explains how to use these materials with other embellishments to convey lifelike trees, flowers, ocean corals, and more with 60
stitches and 67 stitch combinations. She also demonstrates artistic embroidery techniques for building layers, creating dimension
and perspective, and blending shapes. With techniques of free-form embroidery, you’ll be able to translate your favorite landscape
or seascape photo into fiber art.
Assuming no prior knowledge of IS or IT, this book explains new concepts and terms as simply as possible. The importance of
information in developing a company business strategy and assisting decision making is explained in this study volume.
Elsevier/Butterworth-Heinemann’s 2006-2007 Official CIM Coursebook series offers you the complete package for exam success.
Comprising fully updated Coursebook texts that are revised annually and independently reviewed. The only coursebooks
recomended by CIM include free online access to the MarketingOnline learning interface offering everything you need to study for
your CIM qualification. Carefully structured to link directly to the CIM syllabus, this Coursebook is user-friendly, interactive and
relevant. Each Coursebook is accompanied by access to MARKETINGONLINE (www.marketingonline.co.uk), a unique online
learning resource designed specifically for CIM students, where you can: *Annotate, customise and create personally tailored
notes using the electronic version of the Coursebook *Search the Coursebook online for easy access to definitions and key
concepts *Access the glossary for a comprehensive list of marketing terms and their meanings
By encouraging students to explore the challenges and opportunities managers face in the business environment, this text will
provide students with a solid foundation from which to build upon their business knowledge.
This book aims at making a contribution to the promotion of small businesses in developing countries. It does so by helping to
identify management problems encountered by small businesses in developing countries, with reference to policy environment,
institutional framework, and UNIDO technical assistance. The result is aimed at providing a good information base on how small
business management and performance in developing countries can be improved. This is for individuals who are already involved
with small businesses and those interested in it.
Covering the applied managerial perspective of the travel industry, this book looks at the core disciplines and the application of
theory to practice. Considering individual and corporate social responsibility, it teaches effective managerial skills by reviewing
legal frameworks, quality management and marketing, financial management, and the management of shareholders and
stakeholders. It discusses current trends such as sustainability and governmental emission targets against a background of the
needs of a commercial business to innovate and increase profits. A valuable tool for both students and those working in the travel
industry, this new edition includes new content, a revised structure and all-new international case studies.
There is growing pressure and stress placed on organisations to fight for customers and service/product placement in an
increasingly competitive global marketplace. It has, therefore, never been more important to get the best out of the workforce. To
achieve this, the role of the leader can be a fundamental factor in organisational success or failure. Leaders need to have the
requisite skills to reflect the demands placed upon them in the 21st century. There are the “accidental managers” who just drop
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into the role of leadership and others who may develop skills and knowledge in readiness for a leadership role. There are also
those who may have the innate ability to lead. Within the mix are those who are characterised by traits associated with the “dark
triad” or who may use “pathocratic influence” on others to conform, reinforcing values (or lack of values) associated with toxic
leadership. They create damage and harm. They become “passion killers”. The result can lead to a “pathocracy”. This book
discusses the role emotional intelligence plays in helping people deal with stressful and challenging experiences, suggesting
different ways to cope. The author reflects on the values that are integral to the success or failure of an organisation. “Passion” is
identified as an added value that can differentiate one organisation from another. If passion is harmed, it can affect motivation,
creativity, output, performance, and productivity. Therefore, this book provides the reader with examples of “passion killing” while
making suggestions as to factors that can be adopted to engage and encourage passion. Conclusions are drawn and
recommendations made to support those faced with “passion killers”. This book is aimed at those of all ages and educational
backgrounds interested in developing their leadership knowledge and skills. It is also aimed at those interested in learning more
about differences in personality, emotional intelligence, stress, coping, values, and the importance of understanding the impact of
“passion killers”.
This book is about small business start-ups and management. The book provides those fundamental principles needed for
identifying and developing business ideas before and during the process of business start-ups and management respectively.
These are principles needed to translate business ideas into profitable and sustainable small business enterprise.
Corporate responsibility and sustainable development are two concepts that may be able to reconcile many of the big challenges
facing the world; challenges such as tensions between respect for the natural environment, social justice, and economic
development; the long view versus short-term imperatives and the competing priorities between developed and developing
economies. This book explores the gaps and overlaps between corporate responsibility and sustainable development. These
concerns overlap because they implicate corporate practices, state development policy challenges, the concerns and priorities of
non-governmental organisations, and the potential for innovative forms of organisation to address these challenges. This collection
examines these questions in terms of tensions and interdependencies, between competing claims to resources, rights and
responsibilities, strategy and governance, between public and private interest, and the implications for equity and the common
good over the long term. This is a valuable resource for researchers, lecturers, practitioners, postgraduate and final year
undergraduates in business strategy, international business and international management, public sector policy and management,
international development, political economy. It is also suitable for more specialist courses on sustainability, corporate
responsibility, governance and international development.
The Business Environment provides a flexible and comprehensive learning experience for modern PESTLE-driven courses by
using a two-tier approach. The book offers an accessible introduction to the business environment model, taking into account
curriculum and blended learning developments. For those new to business and business economics it introduces the key
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concepts, theory and examples (covering marketing, human resource management, operations management, finance), whilst also
maintaining the depth and rigour needed for both undergraduate and postgraduate level study. The accompanying CourseMate
offers a host of practical material mapped specifically to each chapter, and provides the overall product with unrivalled depth and
coverage for the levels targeted.
A clear, student-friendly and engaging introduction to how information technology is used in business. Featuring several case
studies, video interviews, thorough pedagogy and completely up-to-date chapters, this textbook will be a core resource for
undergraduate students of Business Information Systems, a compulsory module in business degrees.
This new edition of Organisations and the Business Environment provides a completely revised, extended and updated edition of
the original successful text. It provides contemporary and comprehensive coverage of the subject matter which is highly relevant to
business and management students at undergraduate, postgraduate and professional levels. The text is written in a clear and
concise style, illustrated with topical examples and data. Organisations and the Business Environment (second edition) comprises
four sections: * Business Organisations ¡V discusses the evolution of organisational and managerial theories and concepts with
particular emphasis on their relevance in the 21st century. The different types of organisations and their missions, visions, goals
and objectives are examined. * The External Business Macro-Environment ¡V describes and considers the political, economic,
socio-cultural, technological, ecological and legal influences on organisations, utilizing the PESTEL framework of analysis. This
section includes a review of the internationalization of businesses and examines the role of GATT and the WTO, single markets
and trading blocs. * The External Business Micro-Environment ¡V provides a review of the market system and the nature of supply
and demand. Market structures are examined in the light of monopolistic regimes and working for competitive advantage. The
impact of government intervention is explored via regulatory bodies, privatization, and nationalization programmes. * Business
Management ¡V explores the major aspects of contemporary business organisations, including corporate governance and
business ethics. In particular, this section tackles the areas of structure, culture, change, quality management and the principal
functions of organisations. This textbook is a user-friendly resource with end of chapter questions, activities and assignments to
consolidate learning. Its strong emphasis on topical examples enables students to understand how theory is applied in business
contexts, including, GlaxoSmithKline, BT, Scottish and Newcastle, Hanson plc and a number of not-for-profit organisations. There
is additional Tutor Resource material, including presentation slides, data charts, chapter summaries, questions and answers. "An
excellent book...good use of learning objectives, questions and potential assignments." Paul Blakely, Lecturer, University College
of Warrington.
"Every NP should own a copy of this book!" - The Nurse Practitioner Journal Written by a nurse practitioner who is also a
practicing attorney, Nurse Practitioner's Business Practice and Legal Guide, Second Edition provides the unique point of view of
an author who knows what legal and business problems arise on a daily basis. The second edition to this best seller will teach you:
--How to write an effective business plan using the most up-to-date information and planning strategies-How to avoid malpractice
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and other lawsuits-What rights an employed NP has-What to do if rejected for payment-How to effectively negotiate managed care
contracts-How to get the highest marks on performance report cards-What must take place for NPs to become primary care
providers-What decisions need to be made before starting a practice-How to handle patient flow-And more!Nurse practitioners and
NP students who read this book will have a solid foundation of knowledge with which they may continue their practice confidently
and effectively, whether it be in developing an employment relationship, undertaking a business venture, giving testimony before
the state legislature, composing a letter to an insurance company about an unpaid bill, teaching at a school of nursing, or serving
as president of a state or national organization.
Provides an introduction to business functions, issues and activities and to the way they interact with their environment. It is the
core text for the Business In Context Series which serves as a stand-alone introduction to business studies. An ELBS/LPBB
edition is available.
Business Psychology and Organizational Behaviour introduces principles and concepts in psychology and organizational
behaviour with emphasis on relevance and applications. Well organised and clearly written, it draws on a sound theoretical and
applied base, and utilizes real-life examples, theories, and research findings of relevance to the world of business and work. The
new edition of this best-selling textbook has been revised and updated with expanded and new material, including: proactive
personality and situational theory in personality; theory of purposeful work behaviour; emotional and social anxiety in
communication; decision biases and errors; and right brain activity and creativity, to name a few. There are numerous helpful
features such as learning outcomes, chapter summaries, review questions, a glossary, and a comprehensive bibliography.
Illustrations of practice and relevant theory and research also take the reader through individual, group, and organizational
perspectives. This is an essential textbook for undergraduates and postgraduates studying psychology and organizational
behaviour. What is more, it can be profitably used on degree, diploma, professional, and short courses. It's also likely to be of
interest to the reflective practitioner in work organizations.
An extraordinary World War II German agent with secret information about the Allied D-Day landing waits at an English lighthouse
to be picked up by a submarine and becomes sidetracked by an affair with a paraplegic's wife.
Living in a "perfect" world without social ills, a boy approaches the time when he will receive a life assignment from the Elders, but his
selection leads him to a mysterious man known as the Giver, who reveals the dark secrets behind the utopian facade.
Introduction to Business covers the scope and sequence of most introductory business courses. The book provides detailed explanations in
the context of core themes such as customer satisfaction, ethics, entrepreneurship, global business, and managing change. Introduction to
Business includes hundreds of current business examples from a range of industries and geographic locations, which feature a variety of
individuals. The outcome is a balanced approach to the theory and application of business concepts, with attention to the knowledge and
skills necessary for student success in this course and beyond.
This book is suitable for use in a university-level first course in computing (CS1), as well as the increasingly popular course known as CS0. It
is difficult for many students to master basic concepts in computer science and programming. A large portion of the confusion can be blamed
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on the complexity of the tools and materials that are traditionally used to teach CS1 and CS2. This textbook was written with a single
overarching goal: to present the core concepts of computer science as simply as possible without being simplistic.
BH CIM Coursebooks are crammed with a range of learning objective questions, activities, definitions and summaries to support and test
your understanding of the theory. The 07/08 editions contains new case studies which help keep the student up to date with changes in
Marketing Environemnt strategies. Carefully structured to link directly to the CIM syllabus, this Coursebook is user-friendly, interactive and
relevant. Each Coursebook is accompanied by access to MARKETINGONLINE (www.marketingonline.co.uk), a unique online learning
resource designed specifically for CIM students which can be accessed at any time. *Written specially for the Marketing Environment module
by the Senior Examiners * The only coursebook fully endorsed by CIM * Contains past examination papers and examiners' reports to enable
you to practise what has been learned and help prepare for the exam
Written by renowned data science experts Foster Provost and Tom Fawcett, Data Science for Business introduces the fundamental principles
of data science, and walks you through the "data-analytic thinking" necessary for extracting useful knowledge and business value from the
data you collect. This guide also helps you understand the many data-mining techniques in use today. Based on an MBA course Provost has
taught at New York University over the past ten years, Data Science for Business provides examples of real-world business problems to
illustrate these principles. You’ll not only learn how to improve communication between business stakeholders and data scientists, but also
how participate intelligently in your company’s data science projects. You’ll also discover how to think data-analytically, and fully appreciate
how data science methods can support business decision-making. Understand how data science fits in your organization—and how you can
use it for competitive advantage Treat data as a business asset that requires careful investment if you’re to gain real value Approach
business problems data-analytically, using the data-mining process to gather good data in the most appropriate way Learn general concepts
for actually extracting knowledge from data Apply data science principles when interviewing data science job candidates
BH CIM Coursebooks are crammed with a range of learning objective questions, activities, definitions and summaries to support and test
your understanding of the theory. The 07/08 editions contains new case studies which help keep the student up to date with changes in
Marketing Environemnt strategies. Carefully structured to link directly to the CIM syllabus, this Coursebook is user-friendly, interactive and
relevant. Each Coursebook is accompanied by access to MARKETINGONLINE (www.marketingonline.co.uk), a unique online learning
resource designed specifically for CIM students which can be accessed at any time.
Introductory textbook about business psychology and organisational behaviour.
This book is about international businessinternational firms, their business activities across borders, the environment in which they operate,
and management. The book produces a clear and concise introduction to international business, setting a global standard for studying and
understanding of international business as required by practicing managers and those in colleges and universities who are aspiring to
become international business managers.
Leading, Managing and Developing People is critical reading for all those studying the CIPD Level 7 Advanced module in Leading, Managing
and Developing People as well as all HR and L&D practitioners. It provides extensive coverage of the aims, objectives and contribution of
HRM such as the scope and nature of human resources, HR's role when organisations grow and how to ensure professionalism and ethical
behaviour when managing people. This book also includes discussion of major contemporary themes in leading, managing and developing
people including leadership development, flexibility, agile working and the psychological contract. This ensures that readers are fully prepared
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to lead, manage and develop staff in the new world of work. With rigorous academic underpinning and clear theoretical exploration, Leading,
Managing and Developing People also includes practical advice on key activities including recruitment, job design, performance
management, motivation and reward. Supported by online resources including an instructor's manual, lecture slides, international case
studies, example essay questions and annotated web links, this is an indispensable guide for both students and practitioners.
Brooks offers readers a succinct, lively and robust introduction to the subject of organisational behaviour. While aiming to encourage and
promote the critical examination of the theory of organisational behaviour, this book also seeks to enable students to interpret and deal with
real organisational problems. This new edition has major changes to the text to embrace international contexts and the modern realities of
OB. It has proved a popular student choice because it combines relative brevity with thorough coverage and plentiful real-world examples.
Popular features for todayÍs organisational behaviour course include: ‡‡ More prominent organisational theory coverage _ this key topic has
been moved forward to provide students with an overview of the different ways OB can be looked at early on in the book. ‡ More coverage of
modern communications technologies, cross cultural management, generational change and the gig economy. ‡ New and updated case
studies and ïManagerial ImplicationsÍ boxes help to broaden studentsÍ knowledge and understanding of OB in real organisations. ‡
ïIllustration in FilmÍ boxes illustrate key ideas through famous films such as 12 Angry Men and The Devil Wears Prada.
Having escaped from the eastern European concentration camp where he has spent most of his life, twelve-year-old David struggles to cope
with an entirely strange world as he flees northward to freedom in Denmark. Originally published as North to Freedom. An ALA Notable Book.
Simultaneous.
Through a series of poems, a young girl chronicles the life-changing year of 1975, when she, her mother, and her brothers leave Vietnam and
resettle in Alabama.
As The Giving Tree turns fifty, this timeless classic is available for the first time ever in ebook format. This digital edition allows young readers
and lifelong fans to continue the legacy and love of a household classic that will now reach an even wider audience. Never before have Shel
Silverstein's children's books appeared in a format other than hardcover. Since it was first published fifty years ago, Shel Silverstein's
poignant picture book for readers of all ages has offered a touching interpretation of the gift of giving and a serene acceptance of another's
capacity to love in return. Shel Silverstein's incomparable career as a bestselling children's book author and illustrator began with Lafcadio,
the Lion Who Shot Back. He is also the creator of picture books including A Giraffe and a Half, Who Wants a Cheap Rhinoceros?, The
Missing Piece, The Missing Piece Meets the Big O, and the perennial favorite The Giving Tree, and of classic poetry collections such as
Where the Sidewalk Ends, A Light in the Attic, Falling Up, Every Thing On It, Don't Bump the Glump!, and Runny Babbit. And don't miss
these other Shel Silverstein ebooks, Where the Sidewalk Ends, and A Light in the Attic!
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